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Dr Jekyll Mr Hyde
This Norton Critical Edition includes:The first British edition of the novel,
published in 1886 by Longmans, Green, and Co., the only edition set directly
from Stevenson's manuscript and for which he read and corrected
proofs.Deborah Lutz's thorough introduction and detailed explanatory footnotes
to the novel.Seven illustrations.A rich and relevant selection of background
materials centered on the novel's composition, reception, and historical and
cultural contexts, alongside seven of Stevenson's letters.Interpretative essays by
Elaine Showalter, Jack Halberstam, Martin Danahay, and Stephen Arata.A
chronology and a selected bibliography.About the Series Read by more than 12
million students over fifty-five years, Norton Critical Editions set the standard for
apparatus that is right for undergraduate readers. The three-part
format--annotated text, contexts, and criticism--helps students to better
understand, analyze, and appreciate the literature, while opening a wide range of
teaching possibilities for instructors. Whether in print or in digital format, Norton
Critical Editions provide all the resources students need.
First published to critical acclaim in 1886, this mesmerising thriller is a terrifying
study of the duality of man's nature. This volume also includes a collection of
Stevenson's short stories
The Gothic Trilogy : Dracula, Frankenstein, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (unabridged
versions) in one volume ! Three Classic Gothic Novels in One Book only ! 1)
Dracula, 2) Frankenstein, 3) Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde --all three classics complete
and unabridged versions by Bram Stoker, Mary Shelley and Robert Louis
Stevenson. 1) Dracula is an 1897 Gothic horror novel by Irish author Bram
Stoker. It introduced the character of Count Dracula, and established many
conventions of subsequent vampire fantasy. The novel tells the story of Dracula's
attempt to move from Transylvania to England so that he may find new blood and
spread the undead curse, and of the battle between Dracula and a small group of
men and a woman led by Professor Abraham Van Helsing. Dracula has been
assigned to many literary genres including vampire literature, horror fiction, the
gothic novel, and invasion literature. The novel has spawned numerous
theatrical, film, and television interpretations. 2) Frankenstein; or, The Modern
Prometheus is a novel written by English author Mary Shelley (1797-1851) that
tells the story of Victor Frankenstein, a young scientist who creates a hideous,
sapient creature in an unorthodox scientific experiment. Frankenstein is infused
with elements of the Gothic novel and the Romantic movement. At the same
time, it is an early example of science fiction. Brian Aldiss has argued that it
should be considered the first true science fiction story because, in contrast to
previous stories with fantastical elements resembling those of later science
fiction, the central character "makes a deliberate decision" and "turns to modern
experiments in the laboratory" to achieve fantastic results. It has had a
considerable influence in literature and popular culture and spawned a complete
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genre of horror stories, films and plays. 3) Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr
Hyde is a gothic novella by Scottish author Robert Louis Stevenson, first
published in 1886. The work is also known as The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and
Mr Hyde, Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, or simply Jekyll & Hyde. It is about a London
legal practitioner named Gabriel John Utterson who investigates strange
occurrences between his old friend, Dr Henry Jekyll, and the evil Edward Hyde.
The novella's impact is such that it has become a part of the language, with the
phrase "Jekyll and Hyde" entering the vernacular to refer to people with an
unpredictably dual nature: usually very good, but sometimes shockingly evil.
First published in 1886 as a “shilling shocker,” Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde takes the
basic struggle between good and evil and adds to the mix bourgeois
respectability, urban violence, and class conflict. The result is a tale that has
taken on the force of myth in the popular imagination. This Broadview edition
provides a fascinating selection of contextual material, including contemporary
reviews of the novel, Stevenson’s essay “A Chapter on Dreams,” and excerpts
from the 1887 stage version of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde. Also included are
historical documents on criminality and degeneracy, the “Jack the Ripper”
murders, the “double brain,” and London in the 1880s. New to this third edition
are an appendix on the figure of the Victorian gentleman and an expanded
selection of letters related to the novel; the introduction and bibliography have
also been updated to reflect recent criticism.
The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, novella by Scottish writer Robert
Louis Stevenson, published in 1886. The names of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, the
two alter egos of the main character, have become shorthand for the exhibition of
wildly contradictory behaviour, especially between private and public selves.The
Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, novella by Scottish writer Robert Louis
Stevenson, published in 1886. The names of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, the two
alter egos of the main character, have become shorthand for the exhibition of
wildly contradictory behaviour, especially between private and public selves.
The complete text of Robert Louis Stevenson's classic tale of duality, fully
annotated with thousands of fascinating facts and legends... everything you ever
wanted to know about literature's most famous split personality.
In this dark, atmospheric sequel to Robert Louis Stevenson’s timeless classic,
the strange case continues with the return of Dr. Jekyll . . . Seven years after the
death of Edward Hyde, a stylish gentleman shows up in foggy London claiming to
be Dr. Henry Jekyll. Only Mr. Utterson, Jekyll’s faithful lawyer and confidant,
knows that he must be an impostor—because Jekyll was Hyde. But as the man
goes about charming Jekyll’s friends and reclaiming the estate, and as the
bodies of potential challengers start piling up, Utterson is left fearing for his life . .
. and questioning his own sanity. This brilliantly imagined and beautifully written
sequel to one of literature’s greatest masterpieces perfectly complements, as
well as subverts, Stevenson’s gothic classic. And where the original was
concerned with the duality of man, the sequel deals with the possibility of identity
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theft of the most audacious kind. Constantly threading on the blurred lines
between reality and fantasy, madness and reason, self-serving delusions and
brutal truths, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Seek honors the original Stevenson with a thrilling
new conclusion.
Dr. Jekyll invents a drug that changes him into Mr. Hyde, a foul-tempered,
uncouth degenerate. His evil nature, however, becomes the stronger part of him
and, to his horror, he no longer needs the formula to transform his appearance.
First published in 1886 as a "shilling shocker," Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde takes the basic struggle
between good and evil and adds to the mix bourgeois respectability, urban violence, and class
conflict. The result is a tale that has taken on the force of myth in the popular imagination. This
Broadview edition provides a fascinating selection of contextual material, including
contemporary reviews of the novel, Stevenson's essay "A Chapter on Dreams," and excerpts
from the 1887 stage version of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde. Also included are historical documents
on criminality and degeneracy, the "Jack the Ripper" murders, and London in the 1880s. New
to this second edition are an updated critical introduction and, in the appendices, writings on
Victorian psychology by Thomas Carlyle, Richard Krafft-Ebing, and Henry Maudsley, among
others.
A new version, from award-winning poet Glyn Maxwell, of Robert Louis Stevenson's Gothic
masterpiece. A decent man finds himself stalked and confronted by his own evil alter-ego.
HarperCollins is proud to present its range of best-loved, essential classics. 'I thus drew
steadily nearer to that truth, by whose partial discovery I have been doomed to such a dreadful
shipwreck: that man is not truly one, but truly two.' A London lawyer is drawn into a series of
strange occurrences concerning his old friend Henry Jekyll and the despicable stranger
Edward Hyde, a man who seems to epitomise the very meaning of evil. What is Hyde's
mysterious hold over Jekyll, and what is the reason behind Jekyll's increasingly odd
behaviour? The investigations will lead into the dark heart of Victorian London, and of human
nature itself, as the shocking truth about Hyde's true identity is finally revealed. Published in
1886 to critical acclaim, The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde is a thrilling exploration of
the interplay of good and evil and the terrifying duality that lies within us all. These themes held
a constant fascination for Stevenson and are further explored in his short stories Markheim and
The Body Snatcher, also included in this book.
A kind and well-respected doctor is transformed into a murderous madman by taking a secret
drug of his own creation.
How thin is the line between good and evil? Discover the classic tale of gothic horror Dr Jekyll
has been experimenting with his identity. He has developed a drug which separates the two
sides of his nature and allows him occasionally to abandon himself to his most corrupt
inclinations as the monstrous Mr Hyde. But gradually he begins to find that the journey back to
goodness becomes more and more difficult, and the risk that Mr Hyde will break free entirely
from Dr Jekyll's control puts all of London in grave peril.
A collection of Stevenson's short stories found in one volume. Titles include Dr Jekyll and Mr
Hyde, Markheim, Lodging for the Night, Thrawn Janet, The Body Snatcher and The
Misadventures of John Nicholson.
"Edward Hyde, alone in the ranks of mankind, was pure evil." The mysterious association
between respectable Dr Henry Jekyll and despicable lowlife Edward Hyde is a puzzle to Dr
Jekyll's friends, including his lawyer Gabriel Utterson. Where Jekyll is sociable, hardworking
and pious, Hyde is a violent criminal, a wild hedonist. When Hyde beats a member of
Parliament to death, Utterson is determined to discover the ties that bind the two men together.
. . Robert Louis Stevenson's account of man's capacity for evil is as powerful today as it was
on first publication in 1886.
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Discover the mesmerizing tale of two personalities in a war over the soul of one man. The
Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde is a tale of Victorian horror. The personalities of the
pleasant Dr. Jekyll and the violent Mr. Hyde vie for control over a single body. This gothic
horror novel is presented alongside five short stories by author Robert Louis Stevenson,
including "A Lodging for the Night" and "The Isle of Voices." This elegantly designed
clothbound edition features an elastic closure and a new introduction by Allen Grove. The
Knickerbocker Classics bring together the essential works of classic authors from around the
world in stunning editions to be collected and enjoyed.

Based on the novel by Robert Louis Stevenson.
This dark psychological fantasy is more than a moral tale. It is also a product of
its time, drawing on contemporary theories of class, evolution and criminality and
the secret lives behind Victorian propriety, to create a unique form of urban
Gothic.
Robert Louis Stevenson's classic The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde'El
extraño caso del Dr. Jekyll y Mr. Hyde is presented in English-Spanish parallel
text, complete and unabridged. 'I want to write about a fellow who was two
fellows,' remarked Stevenson to a friend, giving rise to the most weirdly
imaginative work in classic fiction. With Charles Raymond Macauley art from the
1904 illustrated edition.The Bilingual Library presents world classics in parallel
text. Each page in translation is mirrored by its original language on the facing
page. Series editor D. Bannon is a member of the American Literary Translators
Association (ALTA) and the American Translators Association (ATA).
"In Robert Louis Stevenson's nightmarish, suspenseful, and deeply disturbing
novel, Dr. Jekyll experiments with a drug that splits his personality into good and
evil elements. Gradually, he loses control of the process and finds himself
slipping more and more frequently into the guise of the evil and depraved Hyde.
Finally, Hyde is accused of murder, and the good doctor, tormented by the
struggle between good and evil that he embodies, is forced into an act of
violence by his tortured conscience." - product description.
The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. HydeWith Other FablesDr Jekyll and Mr
Hyde with the Merry Men and Other StoriesWordsworth Editions
A humane scientist attempts to explore the most loathsome forces of evil behind
the doors of his London laboratory
Everyone has a dark side. Dr Jekyll has discovered the ultimate drug. A chemical
that can turn him into something else. Suddenly, he can unleash his deepest
cruelties in the guise of the sinister Hyde. Transforming himself at will, he roams
the streets of fog-bound London as his monstrous alter-ego. It seems he is
master of his fate. It seems he is in complete control. But soon he will discover
that his double life comes at a hideous price...
In this graphic retelling, scientist Dr. Henry Jekyll develops a potion to separate
his good and dark natures--but soon his evil mind takes over and becomes the
murderous fiend, Mr. Hyde.
In a collection of four stories, Dr. Jekyll finds himself transformed by a scientific
experiment, a murderer confronts the devil, a magic bottle possesses a strange curse,
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and graverobbers turn to murder.
Exam board: AQA, Edexcel, OCR, Eduqas; SQALevel & Subject: GCSE English
Literature; Nationals and HighersFirst teaching: September 2015First examination:
June 2017 This edition of The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde is perfect for
GCSE-level students: it comes complete with the novel, plus an introduction providing
context, and a glossary explaining key terms. 'He put the glass to his lips, and drank at
one gulp. A cry followed; he reeled, staggered, clutched at the table and held on,
staring with injected eyes, gasping with open mouth; and as I looked there came, I
thought, a change...' A series of brutal incidents - a murder, the trampling of a child leads lawyer Mr Utterson to try to find out more about the repulsive perpetrator Mr
Hyde. More importantly, he begins to question how Hyde is connected to Utterson's old
friend, the respectable Dr Jekyll. Robert Louis Stevenson's 1886 novel, with its concern
with doubles and the 'dual nature of man', takes the reader into the darker regions of
late Victorian London, as Utterson begins to unravel the mystery and confront the
horror of Hyde's true identity.
Robert Louis Stevenson's classic novella paints a dark and complex tale about the
duality of man's nature. The story explores this contrast of human character through the
strange case of Dr. Jekyll. A kind scientist by day, Jekyll discovers a way to transform
into the form of Mr. Hyde by night. With a personality who carries all the hidden evil
traits Jekyll disdains, Mr. Hyde becomes more difficult to control just as he perpetrates
darker and more vicious deeds.Anticipating modern psychology, Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde is a brilliant original study of man's dual nature-as well as an immortal tale of
suspense and terror. The book was an immediate success and remains one of
Stevenson's best-selling works.
Dr. Henry Jekyll is a well-known gentleman living in London. He seems perfectly
normal—that is, until he wills his estate to Mr. Edward Hyde, a wicked figure who had
assaulted a young girl. Dr. Jekyll's lawyer and friend, Mr. Utterson finds this decision
alarming, but Dr. Jekyll calms his fears. For a while, all is well, but then a witness sees
Mr. Hyde commit a murder, and soon after Dr. Jekyll begins to act strangely. When Dr.
Jekyll suddenly refuses to leave his laboratory, Mr. Utterson is left to uncover the truth,
discovering that the respected Dr. Jekyll and the crude Mr. Hyde are not so different
after all. This unabridged version of Robert Louis Stevenson's Gothic novella, first
published in England in 1886, takes on the classic struggle between good and evil.
An abridged version of the tale of a kind and well-respected doctor who can turn himself
into a murderous madman by taking a secret drug he has created.
Retells in graphic novel format Stevenson's story of the kindly scientist, Dr. Henry
Jekyll, whose research causes him to change into the evil Edward Hyde.
Following their acclaimed graphic novel version of 'Kidnapped', Alan Grant and Cam
Kennedy turn their attention to another Stevenson story. John Utterson notices that his
friend, Dr Henry Jekyll, has been acting very strangely. As he investigates, Utterson
uncovers a terrifying and horrific story.
In London’s respectable society, Jekyll’s friends grow concerned. Why has Jekyll
suddenly changed his will, and what is his connection with the frightening Mr Hyde? In
London’s squalour, a child is trampled and an elderly gentleman brutally murdered.
Why do all fingers point towards Mr Hyde? Is Jekyll strong enough to resist Hyde’s
strange power? Are Jekyll’s friends strong enough to help? In this exploration of two
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sides of Victorian London and two sides of human nature, the conflict between good
and evil has been given a terrifying twist.

Scottish author Robert Louis Stevenson's 1886 novel, 'Strange Case of Dr Jekyll
and Mr Hyde' is about a London lawyer named Gabriel John Utterson, who
investigates strange occurrences between his old friend, Dr Henry Jekyll, and the
evil Edward Hyde. The novel's impact is such that it has become a part of the
language, with the very phrase "Jekyll and Hyde" coming to mean a person who
is vastly different in moral character from one situation to the next.
In this harrowing tale of good and evil, the mildmannered Dr. Jekyll develops a
potion that unleashes his secret, inner persona – the loathsome, twisted Mr.
Hyde. This book is about losing control. It's about addiction, about giving in to
your darker desires and the struggle that all people go through: wanting to do
something and knowing you shouldn't.
A respected London doctor and an evil criminal are connected in a strange way.
Retold with stunning modern illustration and design from award-winning illustrator
Tina Berning, enjoy Robert Louis Stevenson's gripping exploration of the duality
of human nature in The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. The haunting,
colorful interpretation of this classic gothic tale follows London lawyer Gabriel
John Utterson as he investigates strange occurrences between his old friend, Dr.
Henry Jekyll, and the evil Edward Hyde. “All human beings, as we meet them,
are commingled out of good and evil: and Edward Hyde, alone, in the ranks of
mankind, was pure evil.” –Robert Louis Stevenson, The Strange Case of Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde The Classics Reimagined series is a library of stunning
collector's editions of unabridged classic novels illustrated by contemporary
artists from around the world. Each artist offers his or her own unique, visual
interpretation of the most well-loved, widely read, and avidly collected literature
from renowned authors. From Frankenstein to The Wonderful Wizard of Oz and
from Jane Austen to Edgar Allan Poe, art lovers and book collectors alike will not
be able to resist owning the whole collection.
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